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I CHAPTER I II 
lr 
I 
INTRODUCTION 
11 The twentieth oentU17 has been called b;r ntan1 the Oentur;r 1, 
11 o:f the Child. lleve:r befol'e has such concentrated thought and 11
1 
11 stud:y been directed to the youth of the nation. The high in- ! 
I II 
1 fant mortality rate t a leading p:roblexn at the turn of th~ 1! 
I II 11 centu%7, has been reduced through better sanitation, prophy• jl 
I I 
1 laxis, and improved tl'eatment of infectious disease. Defic:tencf 
. I! I conditions such as rickets#' scurvey and the anemias have prac ... ~l I 11 I tioally disappea:tJed through application of sound principles of !I 
!1 nutri t1on.. In this century also much s tud.y has been devoted 1
1! 
il l I! . !I 
11 to a better understanding of how the child grows and develops •. 1 j Numerous publica tiona have been aimed at helping parents to I, 
n !I I! satisfy the ohildts developmental needs as they arise. Fur- I! 
II 11 
II' tb.ermore, a new area in child stud:r was brought to the atten- 11 
l . I 
1
1
1
; tion of the nation by the Midoentur.1 White House Conference on ! 
I ' I 
l!_Ohildren and Youth, which mat in Washington in December, 1950. 1! 
I, l1 II Here emphasis was placed on fostering personality fa.cto:rs II 
j which promote individual happiness and responsibility as II 
I "! 
!I citizens in a democracy. Thus ver!'y briefly have been traced 11 
·' I 
II the immense contributions made in child care ~ the first 
II . I li half of the twentieth centu.:t'y. This has been a growth from 
11
1 
il i 11 physical care to the total needs of the individua.l__ahil~~-~:h I 
11 special em~hasis on persoriali ty development. · · IL 
=====ltij' lr:l == 
I I• 
il l! 
!1 ~ i 
~ ' 
• 
I 
lr 
lt 
;i 
il !, 
i! past 
li 
2 
The generally increased interest in child care in the 
cen~r,v has been accompanied by an increased interest 
I! 
ij II 
in the child who 1s different from the so-called normal. A 
i! child mose growth has been altered because of some kind of 
,, 
li !I handicap has needs in add1 tion to those already present in 
!l 
/1 -t..i• 1 " q eveey \K..\ ·ld.. According to Heiser: The handicapped child 
H 
:i il is one for whom special efforts will have to be made to enable 
!i ,, 
li 
-n him to have a x-eesonably normal. self sufficient, produo tive 
:I 
!I life in our society' he is the child also who may not be able il 
Ji 
:j to respond to those special efforts and who may need lifelong 
:1 
li 
:i 
li 
; ~ 
care and supervision even after such special efforts are 
!i made." 
,! 
!/ Of all the handicaps children may be prone to the one 
:: 
)l most commonly found is that of mental retards tion.. The 
,I 
il 
!' Cappers2 in their study of mental retardation make the follow ... 
. -~H 
h !! ing statement: " •• ~mental retardation affects more people 
!I i: 
ti than the combined afflictions of blindness, deafm ss, (paraly-
li 
!! tic) polio1117elitis, cerebral palsy, rheumatic heart and 
. t1 
!i muscular dystrophy." Although the exact nunber of people 
:j 
il afflicted is not known, it is estimated that 3 per cent of 
li I• j! the populat~on of the United States is mentally retarded. 
H li ______ _ 
!: 
it l. i; 
H 
il 
Karl F. Heiser, Our Backward Children, 
Oompall1' • New Yor~l955, pp. 24. · · 
W .w. Nor ton and 
1 
I !l 2. 
i d 
il 
ii 
!! 
Sylvia Capper and George Capper, A Parent Group and Its H 
Relation to the Problem or Mental'lletardition, UnpubiiShed li 
Master's ifiiesis, Boston Tiiiiversity, 1956, pp. c-2. il 
" ; ~
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ii 
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ii writer to stud,- through parent dis oussion the particular needs 
i• II . 
Ji of' eight parents and their trainable retarded children. 
h 
II _J;_.~ 
ll Definition of the Problem -....,__ ............. 
!!'he purposes o:r the study are: 
l. To determine from parents o:r retarded children 
needs they feel in caring for and living with their 
knowledge may be applied to 
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II II ., !1 Limitations ,g! ~ Stud;,y I 
~ 1 
!! 
1: 
1! !. 
~I 
0 
There were certain limitations in the stuqy. 
The number-of parents who took part in the discussions 
11 may bave limited the :number and nature o~ identifiable 
i• I! ji problems. 
!I 
l1 The primary purpose o'£ group discussion was to help nurses 
II understand better the meds of zoetal'ded Children. ~h1s the .1 
!I parents were told.. These were primarilY' social meetings for jl 
!i exChange of information and were not planned for the·purpose 
n !I of therapy.. It is believed, however, that to some extent 
" !i parents helped eaoh other by sharing mutual problems and their 
,:l 
II methods for suocess.ful. management of their cbild.l-en. 
ti 
·.1 i! The individual• s deg:t'ee of acceptance of his child's 
r: 
Jl retardation may he.ve 1n1"luenced his abilicy to identify and 
il 
_H_expl'ess cleal'ly his own needs and those of the child.. '!'here 
, .. 
\l was no attempt at detel'lllining the stage of acceptance of the 
I; 
I' li individual parent in this study. 
ll !i Tba fact tba t paxeents taking pa:rt in the discussion had 
il ~rainable ret~ded child:ren may have made theix- reactions 
\I different from those of parents of more or less severely 
H 
r; retarded children.. Kirkl defines the trainable retarded 
:J 
~~ child as "one who is developing at suoh a. slow rate that he / 
\ 
'i 
1! il _______ _ 
I, 1 ~i • 
-· ii !i I; 
!l 
!i 
. .:f 
Samuel A. K1xek1 Merle B. Karnesj and Winifred D. Kirk, 
You and Your Retarded Child. The Macmillan Company. 
New York;-!9'56 ... pp .. io. 
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I' 
1! is unable to profit from the program of ins truotion for the 
ji il educable mentally retarded, but who has potentialities for h 
I! learning (l) self oe.X>e, (2} s.ocial adjustment in the family 
il and neighborhood, and (3} economic usefulness in the home-il ijin a residential school, or in a sheltered workshop." The 
I. 
/!trainable retarded child usually bas an I.Q. of about 20-49. il . 
1! Another limit a t1on may have been the degree of freedom l! 
I! the parents felt in expressing their needs with the w:zaiter as 
n li group leader. The writer was known to them as a nurse in-
jl 
I! terested in the needs of all children but at this time ea ... ii ~- •. 
p 
!l pecially in teres ted in the needs of the retarded child. As II 
!Ia teacher ot pediatric nursing. she was interested in helping 
li H . 
11 the student ot nursing to understand and to be better able to 
,, 
il care for the child who is retarded. The parents had observed 
!I ll_~he writer With their children in the nursery school situation 
li and in brief and informal contaats before and after the nurseey 
:I 
,I 
;!school sess·ions. Planned contact in group sessions was f'oll" 
li 
i1ninety minutes once weekly for six weeks. 
;I 
t' 
I! '!!he combined effect of the limi ta tiona of this study make 
ii 
ilit of limited value,. Findings express most. cleaxaly the needs 
L 
ilth.ese eight parents felt at iGhe time of the study. 
i!· 
!I . Scope !!!! the .Problem 
II 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I l 
;j 
· ii A thorough study of this problem would have involved 1, 
· :1 II 
- -ila long and multi-disciplinary investigation. However, because · '! 
il I 
':1' 
:!of the fact that nurses were faced w1 th caring foX' exceptional j 
: ~ 
!i 
:j 
·I 
'I 
' ,. 
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• 
l; 
II children, specifically the retarded child, some· attempt had 
H !l to be made to understand their needs. This was in line with 
li 
l\ the stated purpose ot the study. Within this study an attempt 
I! was mde to find answers to the following questions and to 
II· relate tbese to tbe teaching of pediatric nlll'sing. The ques• 
I l ji tiona specifi ca.lly were as follows: 1 
II I 
11 1.. Are parents willing and able to discuss with the I 
IJ writer the needs they feel they have because of their mentall7 1! 
ll retarded child? / 
I! 2. In what specific areas of child care do these eight j
1 !I parents find 4ifficulty in meeting the needs of their ~etarded 
li children? 1
1
, 
i: I 
,I 3. What methods have these parents found successful in ' i! I' 
11 helping and guiding tbeir children who are mentally retarded? I 
~-- 4. How do the major needs identified through group Ill 
I! discussion compare with those found in the literature based 
!i on the needs of. the mentally retarded child? I 
:1 I 
il !i Method 
ii SourCJ!S of data used 1n reaching a solution to the probl.em1
1
1· ll 
. . ·!J were a (J.) review of available J.iterature on retardation as a il 
J
!·li frame of :tteterence, (2) observation or the ob.ild:tten and their !l 
II \\parents in the school situation, (3) an experimental group of li 
!___ 
.. . II eight parents in s i:H: group sessions. il 
" -~~ Literature of mental retardation was studied with these II 
ii objectives: first, to determine what other investigators had ji 
====< . _jl il ___ ---·----
lj ·lr-·--------· 
1i il 
t! !I l~· H ;· 
• 
n 
1• 
I! 
!' 
II II 
., 
II 
I• 
" 
7 
ll learned which might clarify the problem and contribute to its 
;I 
I! solution; and secondl71 to formulate a philosophy which would 
il serve as a guide in the care of ·the child 'Who is mentally 
1, 
!! retarded. In for.mulating her philosophy the writer considered 
il the needs of all children as well as the unique needs caused 
!I bJ the child's retardation. Therefore she drew upon the 
:I ;i literature and on personal experience with normal as well as 
l1 retarded children. II 
II 
!l The children were observed as they were brought to the 
II 
!i nursery school by their parents and as they were leaving. 
I; . 
\ jl Al~o the writer observed 1n the nursery school situation, 
!I where the parents were not present. 
·I 71 
H The third source of' data was the group meetings with the 
J! parents of the ohildlten attending the nursery school.. The 
li 
lLPurpose ot the meetings was toXt the writer to learn more about I If 
!I the needs of Fetarded children. il 
II 
lj Sequence of Presents. tion I 
I. I 
il The remainder of the report is .>:rganiz ed as follows: 11 
II In chapter II the changing philosoph¥ rege.Fding the parents II 
q I !land the retarded child is developedJ in chapter III the II 
II 
usetttng and methodology is discussedJ in chapter IV da'ba aFe 
q t' q :! 
!!presented and disoussedJ chapter V summaFizes the findings ll I and recommendations are made based upon the conclusions .foruXI 11 
litb.n>ugh the collected data,.. 
" 
II IL 
• 
,, 
li 
!! 
;j 
li I' ll 
CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE CARE OF THE IIENTALLY 
RETARDED CHILD AND HIS PARENTS 
l Care and guidance for the retarded child has evolved in 
I , , I . 
1
! much the same '!fS.Y as tor the normal child. This has involved 
I growth from consideration of the child's physical needs only 
l to the consideration of his total needs with the recent 
I 
! emphasis on preventive mental health. This likeness to the 
1! needs of normal children emphasizes the fact that the retarded 
l I child must be considered first as a child with the needs of 
i 
j( all children.. Secondly, he has special needs which are due 
li to his handicap, mental retardation. 
I! From earliest times there have been children with the 
II handicap or mental retardation. One of the first recorded 
!!attempts to help these people was 1n the early- seventeenth 
I. 
II 
~~ century, when st. Vincent de Paul established a home to 
11 shelter unfortunates• including the feeble minded. .· 
lj AlthC>ugh th1s concern i'or the peysical welfare or the 
li retarded continued in some small degree, it was not until 
II about 1800 that a new interest was shown tn the eduoat1on of 
'I 
!1 these individuals. Jean Marc Itard,l a French Surgeon who 
jl 
1 had conducted classes for children Who were deaf and dumb~ 
I 
l-----
11, l. Abraham Levinson, The Mentalll Retarded Child, The John 
Day Compan71 New YCi'rlt, 1952, pp .. 40 .. 
I 
=====l 
II ~I 
'I 
il 
8 
'-------·!· -- --
" 
il 
ij !! ll il 
• 
II 
II 
9 
,, beoa.me interested in the education of tbe Fetarded. Itard 
was best known f'or his work with the Wild Boy of Aveyron, a 
twelve-year-old idiot who had been found living as an animal 
in the woods of France.. Although he experienced difficult,-
in working with tbe child, the French Academy of Science later 
/ proved that the boy had made some small gains in social and 
sensory skills. Itard's work was important as one of the 
first attempts to educate a reta:rrded child~ Of equal import ... 
I the retarded child to be a need for better education. 
·I 
1. Abraham Levinson~ The Mentally l,ietarded Child, The John 
Day Oompan71 New York, 19521 PP• 42. 
2. Ab~aham Levinson, op. cit., PP• 43. 
'j /L I . 
I 
I! 
I' /I .. J 
II ;, 
10 
_ __jl 
I 
II Because o:f the interest o:f Samuel· Howe, lllaesachusette 
!I was the first state to establish a public school for the 
I feeble minded. Founded in 1848 at the Perkins Institute for 
I the Blind, it later was established independentlf as the 
I 
MassaChusetts School for Idiots and Feeble Minded Youths. 
A major stimulus to schooling for the handicapped Child 
It was a law for! compulsory school attendance, passeo/ in 1852 
I! I [ in Massachusetts but not generally enforced until about 1900. 
' 
· Boston established a school for the edUcable retarded child 
I in the public school sy.stem in 1898. , 
I 
\ Throughout the nineteenth century various medical studies 
II were also contributing to a better understanding of retardation· 
·li . . 
,!! These were m.ainJ.7 concerned with etiology. pathology, and 
jj elassitication of the var,ring degrees of mental retardation. 
l! The search for a diagnostic tool for mental retardation 
tt II served as a stimulus to the study of normal child growth and 
i' II development. In order to recognize the retarded child_. there 
ol 
!I was first a need to understand the normal. Doubtless all 
!' II !I people who have contributed to a better understanding of I normal children have assisted greatly in the oare o:f the 
I retarded. 
I I A tremendous step :forward in diagnosis was a device fer 
11 measuring intelligence. Two Frenchmen developed the Binet .... 
jl1 81monl teat, which evolved the concept of the intelligence 
l . -II ljl· Abraham Levinson, The Mentally Retarded Child, The John 
1.. Day Comparq,. 1962 1 pp. 45. 
' ~---c. 
I 
i 
i 
i! 
!i i,'li !I 
I I I! u ~l 
1.1 , II l======~==========================================~=====--
--,1 II 
!! li !I I 
. fj quotient or I .. Q. In this test the child's mental age was I 
!l divided by his chronological age. and an average I.Q. was 1 
ji cons ide red to be 100; 
!I An education to suit his :lnd1v1dua.l needs is a primary 
II 
11 goal for every child. outstanding today in the field of 
1! ... 
ij private sChools for retarded children are the Tratn1ns School 
II at Vineland, New Jeraay, and the Wooda School at Langb.ome, 
il Pennsylvania. Among state schools none is bettel' known than 
II "' I' the Walter ~· Fernald School in Massaehuse.,ts.. Its first 
ll superintendent, Dr. Fernald gave over thirty years of his 
,ljure to the study of the :retarded .. 
II 
I! Much progress has been made in the twentieth century in I 
... ·:ti understanding the child wh.o is mentally' handicapped. Evidence ' 
II II II can be found that the retarded child is just as prone to 
il ILP_~rsonality stresses as the normal child. Sara Nehaml 1n I' 
!!her study of the use of psyohotheraP.J in treati~ mental ! 
f! II 
., jl defectives states; 
i! 8 1. The personality stress and mal.adjus tments I! of the mental deficient are strongly similar to those 
!I of the normal individual. 
~II "2.. Mental disease .is as frequent if not more so 
n among ment_al deficients as it is among normal in ... 
' !i di vidu.als ~ i! il 
.. li 
H 
\! 
il 
"3.. Personality stresses may often depress an 
indi~idual's mental functioning to a degree indicative 
of mental deficiency, and therefore the usual psycho-
metric I .. Q. is insufficient evidence of deficiency. 
·11. n--------
!ll. Sarah Neb.am "Psychotherapy in Relation to Mental 
!1 Deficiency* A American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 
======#=I! =~(April 1951) 1 55J_fi_~_.~============ 
l 
·li 
II 
il 
l! 
~ l 
l• 
II 
!I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
=+=---·-· ·I· -----
,j 
• 
• 
I 
~~ "4 Mental deficiency- may be a disease syndrome 
l srmpto~tic of personality disorder and treatable and 
11 $menable to improvement through psychotherapy." 
~~~lVeham1 ' .feytb.e:r evaluates the use ot psychotherapy as found 
I thus far in research with tb.e retarded as .follows: 
l "~he evidence in this paper points definitely to 
the successful use of psyabotherapy with mental 
defectives. The success. however, seems to stem from 
the relief of personality stresses of various typesJ 
J 
' 
and :1 t seems to result in a h.appie r, more efficient 
individual, mo. howevel'*, is bolmd by the inherent 
weakness or mental infe:rio:rit,r. The :relief of per-
sonal:liW s'tresses seems to enable the mental inferio~ 
to release the healthiest and best adaptive forms of 
behavior within his particular limitations; it enables 
him to effect o£ such resources as are his. He is 
thus hel)?!!d1 not cured by psyohoth.erapy.,n 
no way lessened beoause of this handicap. 
Sarah Neham'A "Psychotherapy in Relation to Mental 
Def'ioiency, American Journal of Mental Def1c1encz. (April 1951) 1 55:5i?O: - . · . 
II 
I 
II 
I !L ___  
- If ----
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13 
Dolll expresses well a change in attitude in recent 
years regarding placement of the retarded child in the 
following: 
11Tlle formula of those days (not so lo:ng ago) was 
quite simple : If the client had an I. Q. below seventy, he 
II was feebleminded:. If he was feebleminded he should go to e.n 
!institution., .If he went to an institution he should sta7 
there for the rest of his days, leaVing his care to the wisdom 
of the institution personnel* Happily• this simple fo~ula is 
no longer the case." 
For parents to keep their child home. it possible• seems 
to be in line with moX'e recent thinking concerning the effect 
I of maternal deprivation. John Bowlb,-2 states: "To insure 
il 
I 
1 optimum physical growth and personality development, the 
·1-~fant needs a continuous intimate· relationshi~ w1 th a wa:J?m 
l1 giving mother (or permanent mother substitute) .• It is no 
i' 
1 longer eonjectuve but rather established fact that deprivation 
11 of love and affection in early years can cause irreparabl.e 
1! damage in the development of tb.e health¥ personality-. 
II A permanent mother figu:tJe is difficult to maintain for 
,I 
, 
1 a child 1n an institution governed by the le. ws of the eight 
1--
l~ Edgar A. Doll, "Counseling Parents of Severely Mentally 
Retarded Children," Journal of Clinical Psycholost• (1953), 
9:114-117. . . - . . 
II ll 
'I I 
l 
H rl 
li 14 1== 
~~,~================~~ 
11 hoUl" working day. I 
. -
ll In 'View of the mixed feelings that parents have towal'd 
11 the mentally retarded child, complete .freedom in parental 
11 aho1oe between 1nst1tutionalizat1on and home care for the 
I individual child is 1mpwtant. Bowlb7 also stresses the need 
for the mother to be warm and accepting in her relationship i . 
lj with the child. 
l1 Shetmo~ expresses the parents' dilemma somewhat in the 
~ ~ !I following: nit seems important to the author not to under .... 
11 estimate the inten~e repressed forces which become mobilized 
jl1n parents who have mentally defect! ve and/or handicapped 
II . . l children. At such times. to center one's attention on the 
defective ehild rather t:;han toward the parental conflict 
· j might be attempting to deal with the least relevant .factor 
I in- the total s it'UI.iL t1 on. tt 
I - -~ 
j Parents have a tremendous ne~ of pbrsical assistance 
II and emotional support. Q.f all the handicaps to which children 
I! ar~ __ !rone, mental retardation may be the most difficult to .,,' 
. !I accept:. Before the parents can face the facts realistically ii 
I, I !! and plan constructively for their child's future, they usuall:f 
II 
/j experience a series of reactions. As explained by Kirk and 
1: his associa tes2 these al'EU disbelief, fear, :f'raustration, and 
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finally a stage o~ intelligent inqui:eyit 
During the period of disbelief the parents frequently 
This 
! 11 hope that the doctor has been wrong in his diagnosis .. 
'I ,, 
,, 
I; 
I 
I 
ma:,y be a period of shopping around from doctor to doctor. 
Considerable encouragement may be experienced bJ the parents 
I 
when they are reassured by friends and relatives. or some 
; other doctors, t.ba. t qu.i te naturally some children develop · 
I more slowl,- than othe:t-s .. How painful this acceptance process 
~~ may be for parents seems quite natural when the individual 
jl hopes and aspirations tl'la t most parents have for their chil-
l dren are eonside:red. The Oappers,l themselves the parents of 
' ~~ a retarded child give further real:lon for d:t:ffic~ty in accept-
!: ance when they state: "The happiness of the parents of the 
l' no.nnal child is emb:r>aced in the growing"""'tlp process of the 
\ ch:tld. 0 
1
11 
- The period of tear snd fl'ustration may be obaractel'ized 
d by growing certainty, on the put o£ one or both of the parents 
!l . !I that the child is retarded. It may be a time of difficulty 
" 
11 between the parents and bitterness that this should bave 
i 
,I 
:! happened to them. Some parents may wi'thdl'aw from society. 
'I 
I[ wld.J.e othel'e may become mol'e intel'ested in activit.tes 1n the 
l1 col!IIIIUI11 ~ • 
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The stage of intelligent inquir,y may come after,weeks, 
. months; or even years., At this time parents l:a ve come to 
realize that they must face the fact of the child's retarda-
tion and make the most of it. They now cum plan constru,otivel 
for the ehild's future, knowing that he will continue to 
develop slowly and that tbere is no known cure tor his condi• 
tion. 
The reactions which take place in parents of retarded 
children vat7 in trpe and degl"ee. Parenthood in any case 
involves st:Pain and stress in supporting the child through 
Leo Ke.nner1 seems to have a r his normal patterns of growth. 
I good p~int wben he states# "Like all human beings, the 
! parents of retarded children react to their feelings. Their 
own life expe:tt1enees, wh1eh b.a"re helped to shape tb.eir pe:r-
sonalities; have cont::ttibuted to the manner 1n which the:r ad-
just to :pleasant and unpleasant realities in general, and to 
the pl'esence of a handicapped oh.ild in partioulaF. 0 . 
Some other reactions, which may be .found in these par ... 
ents 1n varying degrees, are guilt, disappointment and feel ... 
ings of inadequacy. Sheimo2 feels that: uPerbaps one of the 
most striking factors was the intense guilt and conflict in 
regard to the impulse to reject the child.n lj II 
• Ill, Leo Kamler, nParents Feelings About Retarded Ohildrenn, American Journal of Mental Deficiengy 1 (195l/, 56t42-47. 
S.L. Sheimo, ttproblems in Helping Parents ot Menta.tly 
De.fecti ve a. nd Handicapped Children; n American Journal of 
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He late~ continued: •Fo~ the doeto~ to have the atti-
tude that it seems ill.ogical 1f not suEerhunzan for the parents 
to expect the same degree at satisfaction f~om a defective 
oh1ld that oan be received from a mol'e no:tlllal child, Jl'.a1' be 
of help in reducing the parent's guilt and anxiety about 
being unwortaz: or bad parents .n 
He concludes by stat!l.ngs ttMy expe:ttienae ·b.as repeatedl.y 
proved that perhaps only as parents (through therapeutic 
·professional contacts) become less anxiousJ.7 guilty toward 
some of the above .forbidden or frightening wishes, they then 
might reallz be able to keep the ohild 1n the hone with a 
resUltant ll.ealth7 and beneficial expe:ttienoe for the retarded 
ohild as \!flll as parents ol' siblings .n 
The above has far reaching implications tor all nembers 
,.__ of the p:ofession whose prima17 goal is promoting health. It 
is the feeling of the WFi te:r that th$ professional nurse has 
. a definite eont~:tbution to make in meeting the needs of the 
child who is ~etarded and his parents.. Sh$ can make this 
~~~ oontl'ibution if abe first oonsidel's the l'etal'ded oh11d as 
j a child with normal needs which must be met to promote his 
!l 
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optimum growth and development. .Secondly, she must have an 
--------~·-·-··~- ··-
understanding of his special needs due to the spetJi:fic band'!-
eap of mental retardation~ ' 
The pediatric nurse recognizes tm child r a need for . 
oare suited to his 1ndiv1a:ue.l developmental requh-ements.-
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As stated by Blaket 1 ·"Basic to the art of eh.ild care is the 
capacity to provide the child with the kind of relationship 
that makes 1 t possible for him to gr!OW thl:tough naste%7. of 
whatever situation he is in.. Establishing and minta.iniqg a 
oonstPU.ctive, satisfying relationship with a child requires 
knowledge of children's developmental needs, study to dis• 
cover his individual X"equb:-ements~ understanding of oneself, 
and intuitive capacity. and skill in suppl7ing him with what 
he needs to mastex- his current life situation, be it illness 
and hospitalization, life in a new seb.ool envittoxment, or a 
oontlicting situation which is a normal pal't of grow'bh .. u 
_.As the emotional reactions of mothel' and dlild· are so 
elosel.y interrelated, the nurse's role in support of the 
mothe:r is receiving gl'owing emphasis. ~he needs of the 
nurse in offeringsuahassistance are also stated by Blake9 
in the following: "To support a mother> tb.e nurse needs know .... 
ledge, and sensitivity to what she is experiencing and a 
capacity to :respond in way-s that bring h$r reassurance, 
security, and increased confidence in he~ own capacities.n 
Thus the nurse needs not onJ.y a. good basis in tlle sciences 
such as biology,. physics. a.natemy, eta .. , bu-t a growing aware• 
I ness of herseli' ani 1ile .contribu.td..ons she can make 1n prOll'lOt-
·1 
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I 1ng the healthy personality development of her patients. 
II il 
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The rights and needs of the retarded Child~ with wniCh 
the nurse as well as other members of the health team are 
concel'ned, is well voiced in a Bill ot Rights for tb.e 
Handicapped Obild,l formulated at the 1930 White House 
Conference on Child Health and Protection. It is as follows: 
A BILL OF RIGHTS 
for the Handicapped Child 
"The bandioapped ohild has a right: 
1. To as vigorous a bod.J as human skills can give 
2. To an education so adapted to his handicap that 
he aan be economically independent and have the chance 
of the fullest life of mioh he is capable .. 
3,. To be brought up and educated by those who 
understand the nature of the burden he has to bear and 
who consider it a privilege to nelP him bear it~ 
•. 
. t..~~· ~ i.- .-
I 
4. To grow up in a world which does not set him 
apart, which looks at him, not with scorn or pity or 
ridicule-but which welcomes him, ex@o'bJ.¥ as it welcomes / 
eve17 child, which offers him identical privileges and \/ 
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identical respons1b1litj$s. 
5. To a life on which his handicap casts no 
shadow, but which is full day by day with those things 
which make it worthwhile, with oomradeship, love, work, 
play, laughter, and tears-..a l.:tfe in which these things 
bring continually increasing growth. richness, release 
of energies 1 joy in achievement." 
White House Conference in Child Health and Protection. 
section IV 1 Tlie Haildioapped dliiiCt, NewYOxak, ifhe 
Oentur;r Company, 1933, pp. 3-4. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY AND SETTING 
This study was done at the Boston Association tor 
Retarded Children. This is one of the man.y organizations 
throughout the country dedicated to the belief that retarded 
children are no less precious because of their retardation~ 
Founded by parents in 1945, it is a non•profit, privately 
supported organization. .Financial assistance is obtained 
thx-ough dues of members, various o.ontributionsJ :timd-:raising 
oe.mpaigns, and Public Health funds. The organization main-
tain$ a large, .four story building at the' Fen.wa.,. 1n Boston 
as headquarters, and has a permanent staff ot· four. plus 
part time and volunteer workel's .. 
Some activities supported by B.A.R.c. under professional 
supervision ares 
1. NllX'seey school group, which meets three momings 
a week at B.A .. R.-0 ... headquarters 
2. Social training cente:tt for adolescents and adults_. 
which meets two evenings a week 
3. Retardation Unit at Children's Medical Center 
4. Monthl7 meetings for parents 
5. Development of neighborhood recreation centers 
6. Cooperation with National Association for Retarded 
Children and Massachusetts Association for Ret~rded 
.Children. 
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As six of the eight parents tald.ng part in the study had 
ch.il.dren 1n the nursery s ohool gX'oup. a more complete des ... 
cription of this act.ivity follows. ~e other two children, 
aged om and two i'Sars;; were also tra:Ulable retarded children 
and will probably be eligible for the nursery school class 
at a later da:te., lifu:rse17 school children who were involved 
:tn the study ~ged 1n age from five to seven years. 
The n~se~ school program for trainable retarded 
eh1ldren meets under tb.e leadership of a trained nu.rse%7 
school teacher tb.He mornings a week from 10 AcM·~t to l2r30 .• 
Ohi::tdren .are bl'ought to the school .by taxi,. with a parent 
accompanying each gli'oup. Two mothers :remin in the building 
and• when needed, assist th.e nurse17 't$acher in dressing the 
children. The play area includes a large, bright~ and aiey 
room on the second floor at lhA.R .. o. headquarters and a 
feneed .... in, outdoor ple.7 a :rea.. Various activities a~e 
directed toward help~ the children to aanieve self•sut~ 
I, ficiene7 in daily living and. scme degree of soeial adjustnent. 
' Au the time of the study there were !n the nurse:t7 scbool. 
group eleven children. who ranged 'in chronological age :from 
trainable retarded children is considered to be from about 
twen'Q' to forty nine per ce:nt .. 
A sample of the teacher's objectives and th.e progxaam 
tor a day at the nursery school can be found in the Appendix. 
Also included is a eop7 of Policies and Praetiees of the 
II 
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Nursery Program .. 
The writer. while observing in the nursery school 
situation. became interested in the possibility ot meeting 
with the parents of these child:x*en. The nursery school 
teacher was also interested in suoh a group and was extremely 
1 helpful in making this· possible,., 
As the teacher knew the parents. it was felt they might 
more readil7 accept an invitation extended by her to join the 
group. Most contacts were made by telephone• and the writer 
1 was presented to the mothers as a :nurse who would have health 
,j information to share with them 1n exchange. tor information 
~~~ concerning the ca:roe of tb.eir retarded children.. Of the 
twelve parents contacted fol.tV were not interested or unable 
to attend. Reasons given for not attending were the need 
for sitters. the unsuitable morn1Dg hour, and d1tficulty 
w:t. th transpor ta ti. on. 
The average :family income of the eight parents who di4 
attend was about 14500 annu.all,-.. Positions beld by the hus-
1• bands were those ot traffic manager, machinist,. postal clerk. 
'I delinquency offiee:r. and police officers (3). The wives 
! before marriage had ·been engaged as clerks (2), telephone 
I ope.r-ators (3), electronic worker. and machine operator. All 
I members of the group lived in·otttlying districts of Boston. 
Numbers of siblings in the families varied from one 
family with one child. two families with two. three with 
tb:J:aee, one with. fo-ur and one with five children. In three 
/I 
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families the retarded child was the oldest, in three the 
youngest, and one was a second child out of three in the 
family. 
At the first meeting there were six parents present,. 
II 1nol uding one father. fhis was the only father who came 
into the group, and be did so only foX" this one time. 
I 
Group meetings were held on six consecutive Friday 
mo~ngs from l0t30 A.M. to approximately l2al5. The sett~ 
for the meetings was a large room on 'the first flo oX" at 
B.A.R.c. headqual"ters. There was a large wooden table 1n the 
center of the room with straight•baeked wooden chairs around 
it,. Ashtrays were available, and meetings started with cof-
fee. Privacy could be assured by means ot a sliding door 
which separated the meeting room from the large front hall. 
Nursel'Y school meetings were being held at the same time in 
the :room overhead, and tbe eb.ildren could be heard when 
--
active. Another graduate student at Boston Un1ve:t's1ty acted 
1 as :recorder for the sessions. When she was unable to be 
. I 
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present at two sessions another student recorded ... 
Areas brought up by the parents in discussion and those 
by ~he leader will be fbund listed in the Appendix •. Two 
f'.ilms were shown as stimulus for dis euasion. These were 
Food as Children See It at the first meeting and Fears of 
__.....,. ....... ........,_. ~ ~
Children at the third~ The writer$ as group leader, telt 
I 
that paxaents would feel easie,;o in bringing out tm :tr real 
problems if she offered a minimum of direotion to discussions. 
II 
! 
At ·the first meeting the suggestion was made that the group 
:might like to make a more thorough exploration of a particular 
problem at eaab. session.. As this met with n.o particular 
inlerest, it was not pul-sued. ~ther. Occasionally to 
clarif7 a point the wr1tell OX' recorder would direct a quest:t on 
to the group-. . However, there was no pressure to remain on a 
particular subject :t.t the members did not wish to do so; A 
few times, when .two or more conversations were proeeedil'.6 at 
one time, the leader did interrupt. 
The writer felt that reactions and discussions remained 
at a rathe~ superficial level, but from the material collected 
certain problems oould be 1den'tified. •. 
'i 
OBAPTER IV 
FIIIDING$ 
This study was uoodertaken to determine the areas of 
child care in which parents find ditficult,r in meeting the 
needs of their retarded children. ~o this end the method 
used was six eXJ'erimental weekly group discussions with 
eight parents of trainable retarded children. 
I 
I 
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Topics discussed covered a considerable range• Although 
written records were made at each meeting, there will be no 
I attempt to include them 1n their enttre~y in-this report. 
II The areas ot need of these children and their parents as seen 
in the discussions will be traced ~ wa7 of four main themes. 
II These are emotional. needs, phys foal needs. educational needs. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
and play or recreational needs., Exnotional needs of the 
children for the most part are considered under aceeptanee. 
Wherever poss1ble 1 material will be presented as found 1n 
records from the six group meetings,..----\ 
As 
I 
!• Acceptance 
found through literat'tU"e and observation, the e.b1lit7 
II 
'I 
I of parents to meet any of the needs of' the child d•pends to a 
I! large extent on the a~1l1ty to accept his child's retardation. -
II Disbelief end nshopp1ng around" for a cure for the child ts 
II condition can be seen in the fol.lowin,g quotations from group 
jj diseussions. 
!; 
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All parents agreed that "the problem of acceptance 
t.be toughest part of the battle.,'" 
A father stated: "I 1h1Dk it is hardest for a man to 
accept ~be faet tb.a t h. is child is :ttete.rded. u 
"Although I have known fop a 11wnber of 7ea1's that rtrl 
,little girl 1s retarded~ mr husband still feels this is a 
passing tb.i:ng.. He says that so~e morning when he leaves f'.or 
work he expects her (the retarded child) to talk and act as 
any normal child with him ... " 
The mother of a six year old mongoloid child asked t!le 
I leader directly: nif' at this age l1J:1 child is one or two 
I' i 
' 
7ears retarded, then say at sixteen, won't she reach the 
level mentally of fourteen or fifteen 7ears? 0 {This parent 
has had counseling conce~ing the child's p:r:-ognos is. ) 
tttgh:ts px-oblem meant so little to us until we found that 
our daughte~ was ~eta~ded. ~iends give you support you like 
11 to hear. and ye-t you knew they are holding back. They sa7 
how so many children are just na~ally slow in developing. 
/! d 
II J 
Soxre tdmes you teal encou.raged, and then days you are depressed " 
"I still feel it's harde:tt for husbands to accept. Maybe 
it's because they a.re--sloweP in seeing'a.nything wrong with 
the children,. as they are not with them so much."' 
I Two motners discussed at some length the assistance 
1 their children were receiving from osteopaths in helping'' 
them to s1 t and talk. ~his continued somewhat tbxoughout 
three meetings. {Fa~ents seemed to be sea~cning continually 
I 
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for special cures for their retarded children.-
The question was raised by th~ leader of planning for 
the retarded child's future. Comments made were: 
"You just 11 ve from day to day-~ n 
"Doctors feel there will be increased facilities and 
more interest in retarded cb.ild:ren. I've heard of a mentall7 
retarded girl. who wo:rks at Howard Johnson's doing dishes .. 
They sa7 she is very happy." 
Another mother qu1Gk~y interl'Upted, tti Cbn' t want my 
daughter: wa:shing dishes. What kind of a job is tha.t?tt 
A question asked b7 the leader at the last meeting was: 
"When the doctor told you :your child wou·ld develop more 
slowly, how did :you feel about it?" 
Replies regarding this were f 
"He was ve"1.7 cold and owel. I almost bad a ne:rt'V'ous 
break .... down.. He started off by sa71ng he (the retarded child) 
lacked coordination. You know~! it's the brain, .and he pointed 
to the child • s head. He said he bad lots of f:v1ends like 
that; and asked if I would like to meet som.e...-11 {This mother 
was admitted to the hospital two months later for a "nervous 
break .... down.") 
tfBe (the doctor) was very niae., We took the child to 
Children's and he examined b.el' trcm head to toe., I didn't 
lmow whJ" they we:re doing it. They kept looking at her bands 
and toes. The doo'bol:' explained it was mongolism.," 
I 
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Leader: "You really coul<ln' t believe it• u 
~-~\ 
"Well.t they examined hel' real well, and they- showed me 
the marks on her hands. You don't want to accept it, but 
there it is. After a few minutes she concludeda "The other 
day she (the retarded ehild) was playing with other ch1ldren 
and got a cut. I thought maybe this Vlluld shook her .back to 
nor.uala." (ffThere it is•" and yet, has she really aceepted 
tb.is diagnosis?) 
"I knew something was wrong., WhEn I took her to the 
dootor, b.e told me to bring her back in a. year., When I 
took he:t" baok, he again told me to wait. I finally asked 
' 
xnysel:t: what I was wa.i tinrt. for. Then I saw a s ooial worker 
and began bringing be~ to B.A.R._c_., Finally they told me 
she was retarded•" 
The motba r ot a nine months old mongoloid.: "I was mad 
at the. world and d 1dn' t know wba t was f!P ing on aroUl'ld me. 
He told ne veey bluntl71 and I'm glad he did.• 
Thl-ee mothers agreed that "the family doctor doesn't 
seem to know too much about· reta.rdati on." 
Four mothers said they had heard that people change 
every seven years, and some doctors told them that their 
children might be better in seven ~ars,. 
-- Feelings of suilt on the part of parents who may feel 
in some way responsible for· the child's retarde.tion make 
acceptance more difficult. These eight parents expressed 
sone of their feelings of responsibility 1n the .following 
II 
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statements. 
Seven mothers agreed the.y have often tried to 
figul'e out what .coul.d have gone wrong and whe:b the7 
could have done to have prevented it., 
A mother who is pregnant sa.idt ttx keep teying to 
remember exactly what happened during mr pregnancy bep 
fore when she {the retarded child) was bom. I keep 
wondering if some .difference could have caused 1t. I 
still have dreams am tears for the new baby., In these 
. dreams the strangest things come out of me .. 11 
Sbe continued: «when my dau@lter {a six ,ear old 
mongoloid child) was a.year old, she fell from the bath~ 
inette to the aoncx-ete floor_. I often wonder about this,. 
even though the cb.ara.cteristics were there at bh-'bh,. 
She only got a b'W'iip on her head, and l never told "11J.7 
husband. I put ice on the bump, and it went down.. I 
-- . oa lled the doctor .. He examined eve~ thing. I still 
-One motiler associated her child's retardation with 
a labor of thirte~n hours,. and mother mentioned her 
baby had been a "dey birth.," 
0 Two o~ three da7s before m7 ~augnter started con-
vulsing she was vaooine.i'ted.- She screeohed tor a long 
time. I often wonder if these shots bro~t an the 
convulsions.., She ~e~med so :normal before that ... " 
When seven months pregnant, a JJIOther saw e. man 
. I 
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having an epileptic fit. She wondered i~:f' this might 
-) 
have marked the baby ._j · 
- . 
. Parental aoeeptanee is .further complicated. as stated 
by Shetmo,l "b7 the intense guilt and conflict in regard to 
the impulse to reject the child." Parents ave~ protect or 
tos ter dependency in their child to compensate for the feel-
ings of rejection., The following data seems to bear this out* 
A question posed. b7 tb.e lea<ier was: '"How can the 
care of the mentally retarded ohild be taught to 
students of nlr sing?tt 
In response to this six motbe:rs asreed: "The most 
important thing is to give than plenty of love and 
a tten~otl~" 
"Most children seem to sense love or lack o:r it and 
respond a.ecord1ngl,- ._·lf 
The consensus of opinion concerning tftstitut1onal1za 
tion was that tb!s should not happen if it ·was at all 
possible to ·keep them at home because "love and care 
from the mother is the most important treatment •" 
In discussing future possible haspitalization 
parents fel.t it would be nice to stay with their 
retarded ob.ild.:ren.. If this we:re not pos si'ble, again 
s. L., Sheimo1 "Problems in Helping Parents of Mentally 
Defeetive and Handicapped Children•" Ame:rican Journal 
!f. Mental Def1o1encr, (1951), 56: 42•47. 
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they stressed the 1mpo~tance of hospital personnel 
supplying them with -"Plenty o.f love and affection .. " 
[---- ~he reoorde:f asked whether or not they- had ever 
left their retarded children with someone else (a 
sitter) .. 
The following answer f'r.om one moitl.er was especiall7 
empbatiot . "Oh, no 11 I never want to leave him wi. th at\J''* 
one else.• 
Leader: 0 :Pon't ~ou ever get til"ed and just want 
to rest?« 
..____} 
I 0No, never-oa.I never want to get awa7 from him,4ltt 1 
. ..! 
At a later discussion concerning fears of' retarded 
children this mother ecntinusd: 
11M7 son was afraid- so I started lying down n'bh 
him at bed tixne wen he was sick. He is six now. and 
I haventt been able to put him to bed alone since. My 
husband said it's ~ problem, since I started it. I 
have to be quiet ~o allout noise, as the four of us, 
1nelud1ag rq eighteenwmonths old daughter- sleep in 
the same room.. I dcntt want to have tb.e baby yelling 
en rq hands too. u 
Anothe~ parent asked.: "What would happen ir you 
just sat by his bedside and told him you we:re · in the 
room 1f he needed you?8 
T:te re was no d1 reot answer. u I. jus t don't think 
it is a good idea to be lying down ri:tb. the child, and 
r 
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he shouldn't need this all the time." 
Other :f'eara_mentione(!_ by-parents were of needless# 
strange noises, and white '\ll'lifonns and hospitals, "My 
daughter was so tense because of. tll.e white unifonns and 
the hospital that she did not react as she nol'lllally 
does. I wish testing (psychologioal) could be done 
a.t home." 
// Siblins ao:oeptanoe of the retarded child 1s also im-L 
porta.nt. 'rb.ey too to some degree may e:x:pel"ienoe unconsoious 
guilt. To oompensa.te for feelings of rejection siblings ma:r 
respond by bein~ outwardly mare affectionate and protecting 
. 
(to the point of fostering dependene7) of the X'etarded child,. 
The mother of tbs nine months old mongoloid girl 
asked how a retal'ded ohi~d affects family life~ 
Responses were; 
"'fhere was so much nervous tension 1n our hotne 
-when we first learned my daughter was retarded t~at it 
affeeted my older son. He developed nervous tics which 
became embar~ssing tor him at sehool." 
"Normal siblings usuall7 treat the :retarded child 
normalJ.7. I tb.~ it's important to let the !'eta.rded 
child adapt to sooiety.u 
"Children who are older seem to act as a mother, 
being protective~.u, 
One mother quesitioned anot~er as to how she had 
explained the ohildts retardation to other children. 
·~) \ . 
\ 
11I told them that hexae was ·someone special God 
had sent us to care tor,.. n 
Parents . stated there was no sibling rivalry., and 
that their husbands seemed very protective of tbe 
retarded ()b.ildren. (lio sibliD,g r1v&.ll7 in e1gh1; 
fam1l1 es t ) 
t./. SUMMARY-... ACOEPTANOE OF THE RETARDED CHID> 
~..,....._._..,. 
1. Acceptance of the child's retardation is a 
difficult and continuing problem for parents and 
siblings. 
2. Parents experience a pel'iod of' disbelief and 
".shopp~ a.l'totmdn f'or a cure :for the child ts 
condition •. 
3. Although acceptance is difficult tor both parents, 
it :ts more so fo:r the father .• 
4. Feelings of guilt on the p~t of parents make 
acceptance m~e difficult. Parents feel in some 
ft"' responsible for the child's retardation~ 
Secondly :t parents and siblings .may share feeliDgs 
ot guilt due to the impulse to reject the child. 
!L'his ma.y result in over pmteotion of the retarded 
child and ove~ emphasis on the noFma.l needs for 
love and af'feetion. 
5.., Parents have dif.fioul t7 in facing the future in 
terms of limited goals fot? tthese children. 
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6. After having a retarded child, parents have in-
creased concern tta t future children may not be 
normal .. 
2. 
-
P!Izsica l Needs 
Feed!~ ( ".-, 
At the first meeting the film.- Food!!. Children \ 
!!.! It, was shown. The leader asked how the principles 
shown in the t!lm could apply to rete.l'ded children. 
Discussion in response to this was: 
"I didn't have any ~ouble feeding L.. She seems 
to know the spoon should go to her mouth. I do have 
trouble getting her away from television long enough 
to eat .. " 
Tbree par$nts bad experienced this same problem1 
while two had difficulty in that t~ir children ate too 
much and were over wei@P. t. One child ate teo .f'as t. 
Two paren~s had fonnd diffieult7 in bottle feedi~ 
as tb;l suekif.lg reflex had been weak., ni tried to teed 
her with a cup and a larger hole 1n the nipple, as she 
was so slow gettiJJg the milk. n 
0 My daughter bad difficu.lty learning to swallo._ 
milk. She would take the xnilk and hold it in her mouth., 
not knowing how to swallow 1 t •" 
"I'm having trouble getting w. (a nine months 
mongoloid infant) to take solids. She just p~snes them 
II 
,1 
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~i B. Toilet Trainiy 
II 
II 
!I 
A mother asked: nWhat am I going to do about 
toilet t:N!ining his {the retarded child's) eighteen 
monilb.s old sister? Sh$ just isntt responding at all." 
An answer was: 11Ma7be she is being slowed up in 
some way bv being left with he:r grandmother three days 
a week while you are here at nurse:ey' school.,n 
"I ·don't know what I am going to do with he%'.. She 
goes to bar aunt quicker than sl» does to me." {This 
mother spends most ot her time with her retarded child,) 
Anotbe:r reference was made to toilet t:ttaining when 
six mothers agreed: "It is imporotant for nurses not ·to 
brea.k 1» ile-t training if the retarded ch!l.d mm t be 
hospitalized." 
C. Dent at; .Q!!..! 
At various times parents asked of one another: 
"How did 7011 get your ohild to the dentist, and how 
does he act while t h+.;re?• 
Answers varied and showed this to be an area of 
real concern. 
ui don't have any tXJouble with L" at tbe dentist, 
but so far she has just had her teeth aleaned.- But I 
have been trying to teaah heX' to brush her teeth fw 
·two years. She usue.lly bites the tooth bl*Usb. and eats 
the tooth paste"tt 
Another parent answered: "Have you tried standing 
... 
=======9F=====================================================~======-
behind her in front of a mirror and brushing your- teeth 
with her? Maybe using the v.ords up and down would help." 
"I have taken G~ to the dentist with me when I 
have to go,. I think 1t may help him to get used to the 
idea .. " 
Other suggestions for obta1n1ng dental eare for the 
retarded oh1ld were hospitalization :for tztea.tment• the 
mother holding the chi~d on her lap in the dentist's 
eha:tr, and taking the child. along to observe other 
siblings at the dentist., 
D. Illllesf 
There was little diseussion about illness., In 
general the parents agreed that the~ retarded children 
did not seem S.:IXJ mat-e prone to illness tban oitler 
children .. 
SUMMARY-PHYSICAL NEEDS OF RF:ARDED 
- . 
1.. Pl'oblems in eating for tm retal'ded ahild ·wares 
(1) getting the children from television long 
enough tor them to eat 11 
(2) over weight and oveza eating, eating ~oo fast, 
(3) weakness 1n the swking reflex of two infants* 
( 4) difficult,' in swallo'Wi:ng liquids with. one 
infant, and, 
(6) Q.iffic ul t:y with so llds w1 th one infant¥ 
I 
I, 
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2. 1'o1let training takes place somewhat more slowJ.y,. 
and it is important not to ''brea.ku this training when 
tba child is .away from home • 
3. Children learn to brush their teeth Jt¥)re slowly,, 
and it is difficult for them to cooperate with the 
dentist. 
4. Illness and colds were not ment:toned as special 
problems. 
3. Educational !Veeds 
~
A. Schooling Suited to tb.e Needs of the Individual Child 
A pa~ent said~ "There are degrees of retardati~, 
and no two eh1J.dren are exactlY alik~ in degrees of 
retardation or &nything else. That is what JllErkes i'b 
so difficult. Itm h.avlng trouble loeating a seh.ool 
:tor c. next ,-ear when sb.e will be ready for sub-. 
special class., Are any- of you b.aving a problem 
like this?" 
.All paren'bs agreed ttat a primacy problem was 
finding schools for their retarded ~ildren., 
v' 
•Private schools are so expensi'Ve and the7 all 
have quali.f1ca'bions about age and otb.ax- things .. 
'.rhe:x-e aPentt enough teaeb.ers, and often theJ!'e axae 
too many ·children for one teacher- to take care of .n 
0 114y seven year old daughter !s ready for sub ... 
special elass. but I ca.n't find one,. She is still 
L. 
II 
l 
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in the nurse%7' school group here at B.A.R .. C. I wonder 
how muoh she is getting out of itJ but it's better than 
sitting home watching television all da.y.,n 
"A doctor told us not to worrry about the future 
because lay education will bring about development in 
work and soh.ool whioh will. provide .for and support these 
people who are mentall7 retarded.n (This parent has two 
more -years before she will have to look for a sub ... spe cial 
class for her da~hter~) 
11So many schools have a waiting list and are over-
crowded. · I think we ought to see the governor o:t> a 
representative .for help4"tt 
"The school 0~ is going to in the fall is cpite a 
way from where we live-. :My husband will have to change 
shifts to get her there 4" 
B.·. Speech 
"My daughter d1dn t t start to talk until she was 
over three years old • Tba t was one thing ths. t made us 
.feel she was retarded. I prodded he~ to talk b7 asking 
for repetition oi' words. She talks to her kitten now 
and over a play telephone... She likes especially to 
look at books and m~azihes. _Did you have trouble 
.getting R. to talk?n 
Difficulty in speech development led three o.f the 
mothet's to suspect retardation. 
====~========~=================r===--
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Two parents felt that osteopatns w&re helping their 
children to talk. "An osteopath helped G. to talk. He 
a.lso goes to speech clinic at Emerson and comes to 
nurse~ school~" 
Leader: "Do you feel that perhaps the speech 
lessons and nurse17 s chooJ. are teaching him to tal.k?" 
ttMaybe. but the osteopa. th is realJ.y helping b.im a 
lot.tt 
"We have a tutor to help my seven.•J'ear-old daughter 
with speech. Sba doesn't usuall7 take retarded children. 
ibe has tau.gh t her to s1 t quietl7 during class and has 
used pictures and wooden lettePs in teaching. This bas 
lessened th.e fr'US tx-ation of not being able to f:la7 words--
because now she can say them, 0 
"Some children, especially when whining, are 
demanding. This is especially difficult when they 
can't say what they want.n 
o. Di~cipline 
Th$ subjeet of discipline came up at some time 
during most meetings. Parents seemed to be searching 
tor guidance and permission to discipline their retarded 
children. As with other ahildren Q.1soipline correctly 
applied is a prime source of security to the child~ 
Children want and need limits to reduce and prevent 
anx:Le'tf. Retarded cnildren nee:d this seouri ty at 
least as much. 1f not more so;~ than other ch1ldx-en,., 
\ 
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Feelings of guilt ay also interfere with sound reason-
ins in discipline, Conversation relating to the area 
ot discipline follows: 
"Children· seem to know who is easy on them and who 
"· 
is boss.. It's hard to know sometimes how much they can 
do for themselves .. n 
"I used to have quite a bit of difficult, with R .. 
when she was younger.. She seemed to follow me around 
all the time and pulled out all the pots and. pans to 
play with them• One morning she got up eaJ?ly and went 
down to the kitchen.-. B7 tb.e ttme her father got there 
she had mixed flour, sugar, etc.-, in the middle of the 
kit chen floor., n · \ 
Another parent added at this point l "L.- did the 
same thing only sm added molasses and. eovered tb.e 
'"' 
kitahen with it.. I find the best way to discipline fD.J' 
daughter is to send her to her room to sit on her bed 
alone. Slapping does no good . , You just need. pat1enee 
a.nd to t%7 to keep ealm.'" 
"I tend to be more lenient than my husband with C. 
At'ter all, he. hasn't been with her all. day and can be 
more objective • I u.suall.y do not have the problems in 
the evening when the dis cipJ.inarian is home,.n 
no,. brings all bar toys and puts them on the table .. 
I make her put tbun all on the fl.oor again._ Then I 
piak one up and let her have it beside her plate.. I 
,, 
.I 
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know I 1m giving in to her,. but gee, I .feel so sorry 
\for her.-n 
Parents have noticed that after d:tsc1plin1:og 
ohildl:aen near bed t1ma the children sometimes wake up 
with ni~twmares. 
A mother told how scolding results in her sonts 
kicking the door and tey:l.ng to ·antagonize m r. Methods 
. of disGipline discussed weret sending children to bed, 
isolating in a coP.ner without to7s, and using a strap 
"tor a couple of spanksn. 
JJ. ;Running Awaz 
A mothel-4 asked: "How do you keep children f'rom 
running awa7?"" Responses in this area follow: 
"G. doesntt run away a'll'3 DDr.e,.. I told him that he 
would have to be tied like a dog tt he did run awayJ' 
and now he says ~he wontt as he d.oesntt want to be tied.n 
11X.. ,-ans aws;g whenev-er she c.lan and pays little 
attention to discipline about this. One morning I had 
to take off a.fter her in. 'JJf9' dress and slippers and bair 
still up. It was Sunday mom.ing and people were just 
,_.r--
ooming home from chureh. 1 I spanked her, but she st1J.l 
runs away.. Traffic is a problem1 and sb.e pays l.ittle 
attention to 1t.n 
E. Safety 
Parents asked twiee: uwha.t do you d0 with them? 
They pa..,- little atten:h1on to tra.ff1e?" 
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A sane·:ral response seemed to be: "It worries me 
so mu~ .about the children crossing the street. They 
just don t t unders ~nd., llllaybe 1 t will coma with 
repetition..-" 
Another mo1her oontinuedc 11I sew her mimEJ in all 
her ol otl:l:) s just in ease sh~ gets lost.," 
F. Religion 
This was not mentioned until the last meeting when 
a parent told of her :retarded ob.ild at chul'Qb. on Easter 
Sundq_. The child had saidJ nGive me Rosary Mommie_. I 
want to p~a7 to make ·rour 'boo ... boo' (a term the mother 
bad used to refer to b.er large abdomen during pregnancy) 
better .. " 
. G.. Sex Eduoa tion 
- . 
At the ___ last meeting the leader asked: nHave you 
thought of .how you will . prepare the girls tor their 
first period?u\ There was no direct answer to this 
question~ but an interesting d1sou~s1on followed. 
A motb.eto asked: »Ian' t the reta:t>ded child a more 
. \ 
or less sexless pelilson?tt ' 
Leader: "It seems _likely that these children have 
the nor.mal desires that all people have." 
"I was gp :tng to ask you (looking at the leader) 
what I should tell 1tt3 boys who are seven and eight 
about the ooming baby. They j1USt think I am getting 
- fa. t and told me I should go on a diet." 
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"Whenever they ask ques tiona* I t '1!3 to give them 
a simple answer," a mother added •. 
Leader: "Have .you ever told them the baby is 
growing inside 0'£ you?" 
The answe:r by the gl'oup was ttNo, because they would 
want to Im.ow how it gob there." 
nitm sure m7 two boys don't know anythillg about 
what is really inside of me. They just don't talk 
about those things.. They just look at me once in a 
while and giggle .. " After a fewm:tnutes she aontint:eds 
''I know nurses believe in telling them. Well the next 
time my boys make a remaPk about my stomach, I'll tell 
them." 'l'hen (looking at the leader) 1 "I'll get you 
later if they ask more questions." 
SUMlVIARY ...... EDUCATIONAL NEEDS Q!. RETARDED CHIIBREN ~ SEEN 
BY THESE PARENTS 
-
1. There is a need for more classes suited to the 
needs of the individual children. 
Present classes are inadequate in number and in 
trained teachers. These classes are often hard 
to reach because of distance.-
a. The retarded child needs help in learning to talk. 
He often remains limited in communicative skills,_ 
. 
which may be quite frustrating to him. 
II 
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a. Discipline is a problem in judging how much the 
child can do tor himself' and how much to do for him. 
Feelings of guilt may interfere with sound reason• 
1Dg in dise1pl1ne .. 
~he retarded child needs discipline as much as 
other children, if not more"' 
4. Running away is a problem especially dangerous for 
the retarded child. 
a~ The retarded obild needs oons,ant and repeated 
instructions about safety" as well as continued 
protection. 
6. Parents need to feel more comfortable in present..... 
in$ sex education to children on their level as 
they ask tor it. 
!:.. Plat Needs 
Parents agreed that "retarded children love music. · 
Whey can sing along with their records; and songs the'Y" 
learn at nursery school are sung at home." 
A parent continued: uTbs7 know more tban they can 
express, and mus 1e seems to help in expression. n 
A -parent asked, "How can you get children. to 
play- together?" Answers were~ 
"Ob.ildren play alone first before they learn b.ow 
to p ;e,y with other children .. " 
'''!'hey need to be w1 th other children of the same 
I 
I 
II 
mental age. Tb.ia worries me when I think of G .. playing 
with <hildren bigger than he is.," 
SUMMARY--PLAY NEEDS OF RETARDED CHILDREN AS SEEN BY THESE 
- . ---- ...........,. - -----. __...... 
r 
1. Music can help the retarded child to express htmself, 
2. There is a need to remember the mental age of the 
child in pla:f groups as well as the obronological 
age. There is a need for these children to find 
groups in wh1ah they- oan feel they belong, 
I. 
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·!! CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND BEOOMMENDAfiONS 
• 
The problem as originally stated was to determine the 
areas ·of child care in Which eight parents find difficulty 
tn·meeting the needs of tne1r retarded cnildren. 
The findings concerning needs of tb.es~ children are 
g~ouped according to f'oU.r main themes;; . These a:re e:motional 
needs, ph7sioal needs_, educational needs, and play or 
recreational needs.. Emotional needs of the children for the 
most pax-t are considered untier acceptance. 
The wx-iter believes the following conclusions to be 
supported b7 data~ The writer also realizes that different 
interpretations mignt be given b7 other professional workers, 
.and that a more meaningful report would be produced by a 
multi~disciplined approach~ 
Aoceptanoe of the child's retardation is a problem for 
these parents., Time for a.ooeptanoe oannot be standardized 
. 
1
. in terms of days, months o:r YfHl~s. Rather it is a oontinu:tng 
,
1
i process and varies in time with the individual p.rent. Feel-
ings of guilt on the part of parents make aoeeptance more 
I difficult. Mothers search ovet> and over tor something they 
oould have done or left undone which in some way contributed 
I to the child's retards. tion. Pa:ttents and siblings share 
=========tl==============------=-===============#===== 
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feelings of guilt because of the impulse to reject the child. 
T~s may be shown in over-protection of the retarded Child 
and over emphasis on his nonnal needs for love and af.fection-
There seems to be a continuing quest for a cure foP the 
child t s condition., Fears are more pronounced concerning t.l:lil 
normalcy of future children. Lastly:~ these parents have . 
dif.fioultr in :f'e.c!ng tne future in terms of limited goals 
for their childl'en. 
Phys ioal needs o-f tte se children as shown by data 
concerned feedin& toilet training; and dental care. 
In the feeding situation two 1ni'ants had shown dif.ficult7 
. in sucking, one in ·swallowing liquids and one in taking solids 
Two children were over weight, and it was a problem gettil'lg 
. . 
children a way from television long enough. to eat. 
Toilet training was somewhat slower,_. and parents we:re 
concerned it should not be 0 b:roken" when once established. 
These children had di:t'fioulty- in cooperating with. the 
dentist, and one had difficulty 1n brushing her teeth.. 
Educational needs received considerable time and 
discussion. 
Individual differences were stressed in gem:ral, and in 
degree of retardation in children. Pa:rents ~eel there is a 
need .rpr more classes su.1ted to the needs of the individual 
/ 
children .. 
Retarded children learn to talk mare slowly and often 
remain limited in communicative skills. 
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Discipline is a problem which may be further complicated 
by feelings of guilt. Parents find difficulty d$ciding how 
much the children can do for themselves and how much to do 
fo'r them • 
. Running away is a problem potentially more dangerous tor 
the retarded child. He :oeeds repeated instruction and con-
tinued protection in learning safety. 
Parents need to feel more comfortable in presenting sex 
edueation to· Children on their level and as theJ ask for it. 
!!!t needs ~eeeived less time in discussion. 
Children need play to foster expression and growth. 
~he7 need to find groups in wb.ich they can feel they belong 
and contribute,. In finding play groups for retarded children 
there is need to consider the mental age of the child as well 
·1 as the ohronolog ical •. 
' Tb:e writer teals that data obtained through group meet-
ings with these eight parents of retarded ahildren ea.n be 
utilized in nursing education.. This 1nfo:nna'bion will make 
nurses more effec'Sive in guiding trainable retarded children 
to develop their fullest capacities~ 
Recommends. tions 
. I A. As they concern nursing education: 
l., Good mental health prinoieles sb.ould be taush'b !!, 
·!!!.! student~ ineor~ora.ted iJ:lto her e&erience from first. 
contact ~ ~ school of nursins,. She should be helped to 
" II 
II 
II 
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I 
1 a better understanding of mrself and her potentialities in 
ll 
I 
II ,. 
il 
guiding herself and othexas to optimum health. The student 
. should be pl'esented with a fund of knowledge but eneoul'aged 
to formulate her own workable philosophy of life • 
. '.fkle stude~'J; .~7 need eonsiderab~_e Understanding support 
in recogn1z1ns and ·handling her own feelings in caring for 
retarded children. The beg~ing worker 1n this field my 
. . 
experience considerable anxiety. The student's reactions 
/ 
may to a lesser degree resemble the conflicts experienced by 
parents in accepting the child. She xnay identify herself 
with the child and at the same time X"eject him. This rejec ... 
d tion of "a part of herself" :may be extremely uncomfortable. 
IJ and she often may feel guilty- about her ambivalent f'eelixg s. 
i 
II 
!I 
II 
To maintain her own mental he~ltb. the student nurse needs 
the opportunity- to express her feelings in group meetings or 
with an individual counselol'. Assllt'a.nee that these feelings 
and reactions are a normal pe.l't of working with l'eta.rded 
oh1l.dren is an important factor in reducing feelings of 
gu111l, Through understanding and handling her own conflicts 
she can 'be oome e:t'feoti ve 1n developing a supporting relation .... 
ship with parents. 
An understanding at mental health pr:tnciples is 
important also in ptteventing emotional trauma which may 
interfere with development of a healtb-7 personality in the 
l'etarded child. Research continues to show that these ohil-
dren are at least as prone to personality disorders as are 
50 
normal childl-en, if not more so. 
II 2. Increased attention should !!!. st-ven .!!!?. the emollional 
11 reactions !?!. parents ,2!: retarded children. 
II Essential to the healthy personal! tyo development of tbe 
I' infant is a good mutual adaptation between the newbox-n and his 
I 
, mother. In this process the nurse could play an important 
I I su.ppat'ting role.. ~be can do this., however, onl7 as she 
ll realizes the feelings the mother bas during pregnancy and 
' I after the birth of the child~ 'lhese feelings are mixed, and 
I there is often considerable worry about the delive~ itself 
and the normalcy of the newbom infant. 
As obstet:r-ical theo:t*J and practiae is presented to the 
student xntt'se, more emphasis at an eaX*l7 stage, tfhould be 
li given to the .fac>tors mentioned above. Perhaps thm the nurse 
! would be better able to offe:ra psychological support and undexa-
standing to tb.e mothexa a lorJg with the attention already given 
to her physical needs~ 
!I 
As the student learns about pa~ental reactions to the 
I birth of a normal infant, she could also gain undexastandi:ng 
I of reactions to the birth of a handicapped ehild., As evi-
denoed in the datai the feelings of these parents of retarded 
II children could appl,- to parents of other. bandioapped children. 
II 
I' 
The mother of a deaf or blind ahild must also experience 
dif.ficu.l'Q' in accepting the child's handicap. She too is 
locking for a cure for the child's condition and mrdering 
II i.f something she did could ka ve caused it. She also ex-
II 
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1 periences difficultJ' in facing the future in terms of limited 
goals for the child. 
With 8}11dance the student can be helped to recognize and 
accept these conflicts in parents. With increased understand-
ing she can become more effective in helping them to band.le 
these feelings end 'tl> pxoogress to more constructive planning 
for the futures of their retarded children. 
3. ~ S!!!!, ~ :!!'!! retarded child can best be taught as 
5 1ntegrate,d ·part ![! anz course in nursins of children. 
Basic to the care of the retarded child is a lmowledge 
of growth and development patterns of all ohil~en. The 
·. retaX*ded child. develops in the same way as other ohildl.'en but 
I does so mo~e slowl~~ The following list of needs of retarded 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
cnildren as stated by their parents might well have been 
expressed b'f parents ·Of SO called normal children. They are: 
(1) giving ;Love and seouitJJ 
(2) handling of fears of the dark, loud noises, white 
uniforms and hospitalsJ 
(3) helping in sibling relationships: 
(4) guidance in feeding and toilet tra1ningf 
(5) guidance in gene:ral hygiene J 
(6) gaining an education suited to the needs of the 
.1ndi vidual childJ 
(7) · guidance in learning to talkt 
(S) guidance in diseiplineJ 
========#=========================================================~========~ 
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( 9) judging how much to expect from children and how 
much they~ can do for themselves.; 
( 10) handling of rwming e.wa7 J 
( ll) guidance in traffic safety J 
{12) guidance in sex educat1onJ 
i (13) 
II These needs further attest to tb.e fact that th.e retarded . 
guidance· in play sui ted to the <h 1ld t s mental age. 
II child is fiFst a ~ild with the needs of a~l children. II His I• 
i 
., 
particular needs for healtbf growth and development seem to 
differ in degree rath.e:r than type • 
. . . Nurses, understanding normal growth and development 
through theory and guided experience with well children, 
1 should be more skil;:tful in detecting slower development .. 
II One mother, in discussion, expressed the wish. that she had 
I had her normal dtild fi:ttst- By this she implied that, if 
I' she had known what to expect as normal growth, she would 
have realized her child was retarded earlier. 
4. ~!.!.! of the case method, where pces1ble, muld ~ 
valuable 1n supplementing formal theo!% about care .2! .!E:! 
retarded child., 
As pointed out by parents. just as individual chil~en 
differ. tne retarded child also differs in degree of retards.• 
tion. Thus there are uo pat formulas for handling retarded 
children any more than there are for handling normal children. 
Wbe rever a retarded child is enco.'ltlll'rtered in the student's 
experience,. a discussion of' the needs of that particular 
I 
I 
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child should be included., This could be done by way of 
nursing care studies. symposiums, or informal ward rounds •. 
These should be plarmed first to see the patient as a child 
with normal needs.. Secondly,. they should increase the 
student's skill and ~erstanding in meeting ~e different 
needs due to retardation. 
Dur.tng public health experience a visit may be made to 
a family having a retarded child. Even if the visit is not 
for the care of this parti eular child at the time, an alert 
supervisor could include the retarded child in discussion .. 
5. Field trips to s c.hools or classes fol" retal'ded 
children wherever possible would ~ !!. valuable leamins 
experience. 
This is becoming 1ncreas1nglJ' feasible in more com-
munities as facilities for these children are so rapidly in ... 
creasing.. A guided trip with discussion following might in• 
crease the a tudent t s appreoiation of the needs of l'etarded 
children. Perhaps, as these taeilitie s become more avail-
,! 
'i 
!! able, a planned experience could be given '-n addition to 
I 
nu.rseey school e.xpel'ience with normal children. 
Such an experience might even be used as a senior 
elective for a stuient especially interested in child care .. 
li li 
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B. Recommendations as the,- concern group work with parents: 
l. GrauE ~eti~s. with these parents~ otmrs should 
!!.! continued. Parents mar17 times throughout discussions ex-
, 
pressed the suppo~ tney gained from sharing problems and 
methods of handling their children w1 th other parents. Just 
this sharing may have a therapeutic effect. 
2. ~ writer feels !. !:!.!! J!!epared nurse who he.s ~ 
expe x-ience ~ children and srou2 work could conduct these 
meetmss! These could be for health teaching or just sharing 
) 
experiences. ~e nurse could also be used as a member of a 
the:t'apeutic team if such meetings ·were to be used for therapy .. 
Under these circums~ances she would need understanding sup-
part and guidance from a ps7chiatrist or psych.olcgist. 
3. The nut' sen school teacher and~ roup leader oan 
support each other !! e.xchapge !!!, information. Thus both. 
oan be guided to a better understandiz:g of the child and his 
l·t'am:I.J;y • 
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APPENDIX A 
Questions Introduced in Grou;e Discussions 
By parents: . 
(1) "If at this age m7 child (a six year old 
mongoloid) is one or two years retarded; then say at 
sixteen wont t she Xieaah the level mentall7 of fourteen 
or fifteen years?'* 
(2) «no retarded children have any special fearsY" 
. (3) How does a retarqed eh1ld affect family life?" 
(4) "How did rou explain fOUl" Qh.:l.ld's retardation. 
to other children in the family'l" 
{6) ttwhat am I going to do about toilet training 
his (the retarded child's) eighteen months 
old sister?u 
' (6} tt:aow do you get to 'the dentist Slld 
----
how does he act while there?n 
(llf) nAre any of you having a problem like this 
(referring to need for sub ... spe oial class ) ? 0 
(8) "Did you hav(1l trouble getting. to talkY" 
(9) ttaow dQ you discipline retarded childxten?u 
( 10) uHow do :vou keep children from running away? u 
(ll) UWbat do you do with them (concerning traffic 
problems)?" . 
(12) "Isntt the retarded child more or less a 
i· sexless person?tt 
II 
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(13) "I was going to ask you {looking at the leader) 
what I should tell m;r boys who are seven and 
eignt about the coming baby." 
(14) "How ean you get children to play together?" 
By the leader ar recorder: 
" (l) •How. do you pJ.an.fo_r the retarded child's future?• 
(2) "When the doctor told you you:rt child would develop 
mare slowly how did you feel about 1tY0 
(3) "How oan tbe care of the mentally retarded child 
be taught to students of nurs1ng?8 
(4) "Have :you ever left your retarded childrten with 
someone else?" 
(5) "How do principles shown in the f 1lm, Food as 
Children See It, apply 1n the re taFded child? u 
(6) "Do you feel that perhaps the speech lessons and 
nurse~ school are teaching him to talk?" 
{7) "How do you dis oipline retarded children?" 
(8) "Have you thought of how 70u will prepare the 
girls for their first period?" 
{9) "Have ·you evexa told them the baby is growing 
inside of you?u 
il 
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APPENDIX 0 
Objectives--Nursery SChool Program 
Prima.::ry Objectives To meet the social, mental and enotione.l 
needs or the childx-en. 
Oontributory Objectives: 
To develop group participation 
To stimulate e~eative expression 
To develop self care 
To develop physical coordination in large and small 
muscles 
To develop interest in surroundings 
To develop interest in other people 
To develop number concepts 
To stimulate interest in music ·and stories 
To develop neatness 
To develop good work habits and play habits 
To develop good speech habits 
To develop self e.xpPession 
To s t~:tm.ula te aooomplishment and success 
To develop self a ooeptanoe 
!l!o inorea.se attention span 
To develop self discipline and accept group discipline 
To realize limits of ability 
ll To be aware of materials and methods used for certain 
II activities 
II 
!l 
I 
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To develop good eating habits 
To improve ewes sing and self care. 
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APPENDIX ·ll 
I l0:00-10:20 Free pla7 
ll · 10:20-10•25 Olean up 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
lll' 
II 
II 
II 
II 
li i 
10:40-l0J55 Quiet activ1t1es 
peg boards 
stringing beads 
puzzles 
10:55•11:10 Olean up 
Toilet 
Reco~ds o~ book$ 
11:10-11:20 Milk and crackers 
11:20-11:30 Rest period 
11:45~ls:oo Quiet activities 
oolor1ng 
finger painting 
pasting 
12: 1.0•12: 15 Clean up and dressing for- out ot doors 
12:15•12:30 Free play-out at doors 
II 
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BOSTON Ass·ociATION FOR RETARDED CHIL-&~N, INC. 
~ BOSTON 15, ~S• 
; ; ' I' NURSERY SCHOOL PRACTICES 
. ' --~ . "" . : '· 
42 TEE FENWAY 
Co-6-4520-21 
·· -_/..... The Boston Associ~tion .for Retarded Children• Inca• con-. 
ducts a Nursery School program on Monday. Wednesday• and Fr~day 
mornings f'rom 10:00 A. lVL. to 12:30 P. M. The program is tha:t o:f a 
regular Nursery School although the activities are geared to suit the 
need and ability o:f the --children. The '.following are practices ap-
proved by our pro.fessional Advisory Committee and are in .fo::rce to 
insure the most e.f.ficient operation o.f the program and to give B«tih 
child enrolled the greatest opportunity to take .full advantage of 
the program. 
-To place the name o.f a chi~d on the waiting list o.f the 
Nursery School,. the parents must .first. have the i'ollowing reports 
sent to the Nursery School teacher. 
1. A complete medical report .from all hospitals or clinics in wh1ch 
the ~hild has been seen. ---
2. A complete psychological report .from all hospitals or clinics 
in which the child has been seen. ---
3. A complete report (background and current) from the .family doctor., 
4. A complete report from all teachers and/or members o.f a school. 
department who have seen the child. 
s. A report from the parents concerning the child's activities, 
interests, abilities, special habits, and .fears, aa they see them 
at home and any physical limitations the child may have. 
After the reports have been received by the· Assoa1at~on1 
the parents (or just the mother) and child will be asked to come to 
-- the BARC building for an interview with the teacher• 
When a child is admitted to the Nursery School, it is on 
a trial basis only. 1-he Advisory Committee may at any time terminat& 
the child's enrollment on either a permanent or temporary basis, if' 
it is decided that it would be best for the child1 or i'or the class in generalO> 
The minimum age requirement ·.for Nursery School is .four 
years and the children must be toil&t:~tratnad.. 
The fee for the Nursery School is $4.00 per week1 plus a $2.,00 transportation charge if the parents are unable to provide their 
own~ The: :fee may be pro-rated according to income in special case~· 
Unless the child is absent :from school for more than s~ 
consecutive day~ because of illness,. the .full r~te must be charged 
to continue our program on a sound basis. The ~4.00 is less than 
hall' the actual cost o:f operation. If' several children do not attend 
in any given week- o~ costs still remain the same. Without the 
support of the enrollment,. We.Lwill be unable to continue the p.r-ogr~• 
Ea()h child is to bring a blanket or a bath towel f'or rest 
time~ a pair o:f underpants• overpants~ and socks~to the Nursery 
program. These articles are to be le.ft in the_ Nursery in the event 
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of an accident, There is an outdoor play period every day in the 
Nursery program. The children should come to school dressed ac-
cordingly, including leggings and boots in cold and snowy weather. 
In order to sai'eguard the health of all the children~ we 
request that a child be kept at home if there is any sign of a cold 
or other illness. If the child or any other Ohildren~.izlf.J;he f_amily 
have a communicable disease, we also request that the teacher is 
told immediately so that we may let the parents of our other chil-
dren be on the lookout. If a child appears to be ill at any time 
during his stay in school~ he will be sent home for safety pre-
cautions. In case of any accident occuring during school hoursa the 
child will be taken to the Childrents Medical Center and the bill 
will be sent to the parents as is the case in public school proceduresf 
Note: All expenses (transportation, medical and educational) for a 
retarded child are deductible for income tax purposes if the parents 
have a doctorts report of the child's condition and the doctor's 
opinion that his attendance at the BARC.school is of therapeutic 
value. 
There will be a Nursery School parents' meeting every 
other month during which both parents will have an opportunity to 
talk to the teacher and take part in a group discussion. We .feel 
that this is a very important part o.f a child's education• Mothers 
are urged to join the available discussion groups in connection 
with the Nursery progrrum. 
School will be cancelled in case of stormy weather 
whenever the elementary schools of the Boston public s-chool system 
issue a no-school announcement. We will also inform the major 
Boston radio stations. 
If for any reason a child does not attend school on a 
particular day, we request the parents to please call the building 
before 10:00 A-. M., so we may know wl;:Ly" theeahil.d~lis not attending., 
If a child is absent from school 10 days out of 25 nursery school 
days, he may be dropped from the program. 
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BOSTON .ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN, INC.. 42 THE FENVf.AY 
BOSTON 15 1 ~mss. Co~6~4520-2l 
PERMISSION FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE PARENT 
Name o~ hospital or clinic 
----------~----------------------------
Father's ~ull nwne 
-------------------------------------------------
Mother's ~ull maiden nwne 
-----------------------------------------
Current address 
.Address when last seen at hospital or clinic 
----------------------
I give my permission for the release ot any iDrormation 
you have on record on my above named child to the Boston 
.AssDciation ~or Retarded Children, Inc., tor the purpose ot placing 
my child in a program under their auspices. Thank you tor your 
consideration in this matter. 
SIGNATUP~ OF PARENT 
• 
• 
............ •\!"•'·. 
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PERMISSION FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE PARENT 
Name ot: hospital or clinic 
----------------------------------------
Father's t:ull name 
Mother's t:ull maiden name 
-----------------------------------------
Current address 
------------------------------------------.--------
Address when last.seen at hospital or clinic 
----------------------
I give my permission ~or the release of: any ini'ormation 
you have on record on my above named child to the Boston 
Association t:or Retarded Children, Inc.,. for the purpose of placing 
my child in a program under their auspices• Thank you ~or your 
consideration in this matter. 
SIGNATURE OF PARENT 
. BosToN ~ssociATioN Fo~: RETAbE:n · dHILDR~N, INc. 42 Tmf.FEMVAY 
BOSTON 15, MASS.. . Co-6-4520-21 
NURSERY SCHOOL MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT 
. , . 
. TO BE FILLED IN BY THE PARENTS· 
Name of' hospital o!) ~1inic --~-----------------------------------
.1 Child 4 s name ..-.,j~.._,. i-l'~ ....... ........_.a.::..·· ........ -.;>.t..,• _ _.;.......,... ________ __,... ________ _ 
"··· . 
Parentst, ~ame -----w~~~~~~-------------------------------------
Telephone numbe~ 
----~--------~--~--~~----------------------~-. 
TO BE FILLED IN BY THE HOSPI~AL OR CLINIC 
. . .. 
Name of special d~partments in which the child has been exam~ed 
-
Name of doctors and/or other prof.essional people who have been in 
direct contact with the child --------------~-----~----~--~-------
The child was referred to you from ----------------------------------
You have referred the child to --------------------------------------
Ple.ase give a full report from each department in \'Which 
the· child has been examined1 including dates on which see.n, results 
of all testsJ andy an comments from· doctors and other professional 
f'c 
people which may be forwarded to us. 
It is most important that we have a complete medical (both 
current and background) and psychological report before we can admit · 
the child to our Nursery program or aid in placing the child in some 
other sui table prog:t .. amo Any family history you have would be help-
ful in dealing with the :child and his family. Please attach this 
to the M and P report and sent to l~s. Lucille Dixon at 42 The Fenwayo 
• 
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NURSERY SCHOOL MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT 
T01 BE FILLED IN BY THE P.AEENTS 
' 
Name o:t: hospt tal or clinid ,., , , . "., ~~~~~~------------~~----------~ 
Child 1 s name 
Birthdate 
------------------~---~----------------------~----~· 
Parents t name 
Address 
Telephone number --------..-----.-------~-_..;--....,. 
TO BE FILLED IN BY THE :S:OSPITAL OR CLINIC 
Name of special departments in which the child has been examined 
Name of doctors and/or other professional people who have been :tn 
direct co~tact with the child 
~-----------~-----------------------
The child was referred to you from 
-----------------------~--------
You have referred the child to ----------------------~~----~----._ 
Please give a :t:ull report from each department in ~ich 
the child has been examined, including dates on which seen, results 
~ of all testsJ andy an com+nents from doctors and other professional 
people which may be :t:orwarded to us. 
It is most important that we have a complete medical (both 
current and background) and psychological report before we can admit 
the child to our Nursery program or aid in placing the child in some 
other suitable programo Any family history you have would be help-
ful in dealing with the child and his family. Please attach this 
to the M and P report and sent to l~s. Lucille D~on at 42 T.he Fenwa~• 
-;--. 
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Boston 15, Mas s• 
MEDICAL REPORT 
TO# Dr. 
------------~--------------------------------------
Address 
----------------------------------------------------
Name o!' child --~------~~------------------~-----------------
Parent' s name 
----------------~~--~---------------------------
Address 
----------------~---------------------------------------
Dear Doctor -------------------
The Boston Ass~oiation !'or Retarded Children, Inc., 
has requested a complete medical report {background and current) 
on my child {above named) !'rom our tamily doctor to place the 
child in a program under their au.epices •• ...... 
I am giving my permission to have any in!'ormation 
you have in your records forwarded to the Association for 
the attention o!' the Program Director• 
They are particularly interested in the progress 
my child has made in his mental and physical. growth, and in 
any physical limitations he may have• 
Thank you .for your consideration in this matter• 
Sincerely, 
Signature o£ paren£ + BJ 
; 
1 
